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Enduring Holocaust Education
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ach fall the Holocaust Education
Resource Council hosts its
signature event, the Remembrance
Dinner. Now the fundraising dinner in
Tallahassee, this high profile evening
pays tribute to educators in our
community and highlights the
HERC’s achievements. Distinguished
keynote speakers enriched the evening
and addressed the 200+ audience with
their personal experiences and
analysis of current events. The
Remembrance Dinner is a poignant
evening that demonstrates the impact
the Holocaust Education Resource
Council plays in our local community
and beyond. The theme was “Stand
up, Speak Out – Make the World a
Better Place” and congratulations to
all those honored.
According to the ADL, the
number of anti-Semitic incidents in
the U.S. was 86% higher in the first
three months of 2017 than the same
period last year, with Florida in the
top four areas. Your support of our
important work to educate is more
important now. At a time when
antisemitism is on the rise, we have
seen more schools plan Holocaust
programs to reach more students. With
that said, and a call to action in our
community, new resources are needed
to give the tools for teachers to
educate their students the lessons of

history. The one question students
keep asking is “why” and “how” the
Holocaust happened with ordinary
people. As time goes on, education is
so important to learn the lessons from
history. In a recent survey, most
students in high school have not seen

F E AT U R E D E V E N T

club brings
meaningful
programs to the
community while
continue to train
teachers with
curriculum.
“Thank you”
Barbara Goldstein
and extend an
Executive Director
invitation to
everyone to ask a friend or relative to
the next HERC program and become a
member for 2018. In doing so, you
will help to make the next year more
successful.
Sincerely,
Barbara

Inside this Edition . . .
Art and Remembrance Exhibit
City Hall Gallery
January 24 – March 5, 2018
the film “Schindler’s List”, which can
give the understanding of how one
person can make a difference. Your
contributions can provide every school
with the needed books and films that
students need.
Look for our events next year
coming soon on the HERC website.
The film series will continue and book
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You can make a difference today and donate to HERC at

http://holocaustresources.org/donate/
Holocaust Education Resource Council • P.O.Box16282 • Tallahassee, FL 32317 • HolocaustResources.org
https://www.facebook.com/HERCTallahassee

Remembrance Dinner Impacts the Community

Sheri Zvi, ADL Regional Director and Barbara Goldstein

Creed King and Kate Powell, National History Fair Winners

Photography by Elizabeth George

Guests at Remembrance Dinner

Danielle Richard accepts Upstander Award
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Elizabeth Ricci and David Gussak

Distinguished Educator
T

hank you, I am honored and very
humbled to be recognized in this
way by HERC; and I am eager to
share with you some thoughts on
teaching the Holocaust..
When someone says Holocaust
education, most people think of Hitler,
Himmler, Goebbels, Goering, ghettos,
mass graves, concentration camps,
genocide. But Holocaust education is
much more than names, dates, facts,
and figures. It is not only the story
of 42,500 ghettos and camps. It is
not only the story of 6 million
murdered Jews.
It is character development.
Prejudice and its resulting hates are
learned; as are acceptance, honor,
understanding, and respect.
It is recognizing how quickly our
precious freedoms and human rights
can be taken away or lost if we fail to
protect them.
It is a lesson of vigilant
democracy.
One of my students once told me
that my class was hard –not because it
was difficult but because everyday she
had to confront herself and learn who
she was and who she wanted to
become.
As the (2011) film “Sarah’s Key”
begins, the narrator says, “If a story is
not told it becomes something else –
forgotten.” At the movie’s conclusion,
that statement is completed, “…when
remembered, it becomes hope for
what we can become.” This is why I
taught the Holocaust. It is not an easy
story to teach; who wants to hear (or
talk) about man’s inhumanity to man
day after day? But my students kept
asking – why did this happen? How
did it happen? And why didn’t
anyone try to stop it? My role as a
teacher was to lead the students to an

Linda Davey was recognized as an
inspiration to her students

understanding of the hows – and the
almost incomprehensible whys.
To do this, I took them on a
journey through prejudice – how it is
learned and that by accepting the
little negatives (ethnic jokes, racial
slurs, small acts of bullying) we can
become conditioned to the bigger
problems of dehumanization – such as
discrimination, violence, and
ultimately extermination. I taught the
UN Declaration of the Rights of Man.
I taught about the ideology of the
American hate groups (now totaling
917). We looked at how a small group
of people can promise order, security,
stability, and pride… and then
manipulate a population. After
reviewing other genocides of the 20th
and 21st centuries, my students
grasped that the Holocaust is not the
only historical evidence of hatred.
But why the state sponsored,
systematic destruction of European
Jewry from 1933-45? To answer this,
I taught the historic discrimination
against the Jews. How because of

their monotheism, Jews were
considered by their ancient neighbors
to be the “OTHER”. This was my
constant theme– that when any
person, culture, or nation identifies a
group as “Other” and then assigns an
inferior value to this “otherness”; this
is devastating to society.
During the Middle Ages, the four
fatal Christian myths against Judaism
reinforced this “OTHERness”, and
hate was infused into Western
civilization. With the Enlightenment
and the proclamation of the
inalienable rights of man, mankind
might have moved toward universal
human respect, but the introduction of
Darwin’s theory of the survival of the
fittest and the ensuing pseudo-science
of eugenics brought about biological
racism.
This and the false “Protocols of
the Learned Elders of Zion” were
what Hitler used to “justify” his racial
(not religious) attack on the Jews as
bearers of a malignancy which would
destroy civilization – as Hitler
defined it.
The Holocaust was the result of
unchecked hatred, and it teaches us
that while the hate started with the
Jews, it did not end with them. The
Nazi concept of “otherness” was
applied to many; anyone who did not
fit the Nazi “Master Race”
contaminated society and only their
destruction would make the world
safe. By studying how all this became
accepted as government policy and
action my students saw that while
Hitler and his henchmen drove this
idea, it was the acceptance by the
populace and the lack of moral
leadership by many which allowed it
to progress.
The Holocaust happened because
continued on page 4
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Distinguished Educator

continued

Linda Davey Continues to Educate the World

of what people did and didn’t do;
because of what people said and
didn’t say.
But the greatest lesson of the
Holocaust (and my favorite part to
teach) is the determination and
resilience of the human spirit to
fight evil. This is taught through the
stories of individual resistors and
rescuers. Some of my favorites are:
How one young girl regained her
desire to live when another prisoner
shared one berry that she had found
along the road; how Mordecai
Anielewicz and a small group of
ghetto resistors held off the German
army for six weeks because they
wanted to maintain their Jewish honor;
how Irena Sendlar, a Catholic social
worker, snuck 2500 children out of the
Warsaw ghetto and into hiding in
Christian homes – homes where
everyone could have been killed if the
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Jewish child was discovered; how Dr.
Janusz Korczak led the children of his
orphanage singing to the train would
take them to Treblinka, thus
maintaining their spirit and dignity.
Or how the Polish teenager, Stefania
Podgorska hid 13 Jews in her attic
while two Nazi nurses commandeered
the rooms directly below. In these and
other stories, today’s teenagers hear
the words and see the actions of
people who saw evil and acted, in
ways big and small, to fight it.
Holocaust survivors teach us yet
another powerful lesson – that even
after experiencing the worst that
humanity could experience – loss of
freedom, country, home, family, self –
they persevered and with courage and
their inner strength they recreated
their lives. I stand in awe of all
survivors.

The ultimate lesson taught by the
Holocaust?
To preserve human value, to
maintain human dignity.
To speak up when these are denied.
If my students left my classes
knowing that no human is more human
than another, that every human being
has value, that indifference and apathy
are more dangerous than hatred, that
they are responsible for the dignity and
freedom of all they meet whether or
not they like them or understand them,
then I have taught the lesson of the
Holocaust, and there is hope for what
humanity can become.
THIS IS WHAT HERC STANDS
FOR.

OPEN HOUSE
Everyone Invited

Thursday – November 16, 2017
5:00 pm – 7:00 pm
Come Visit the New HERC Building at
Tallahassee Community College

136 Progress Drive
(Off West Pensacola Street )

Recognizing National History Fair Winners

Creed King and Kate Powell
For more information contact Barbara Goldstein at barbara@holocaustresources.org

www.HolocaustResources.org
HERC Newsletter
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The HERC Book Club 2017-2018
The Holocaust Education Resource Council
(HERC) Book Club eagerly anticipates the start of
its seventh year. Its primary purpose is to foster a
greater understanding of the history of the
Holocaust, including its origins and processes, as
well as to promote good relations among diverse
groups within our community. The public is always
welcome and encouraged to participate.
Four books are selected this season and

discussions will be held on the second Thursday
every other month from September through March.
All meetings will be held at the Main Branch of the
Leon County Public Library in Program Room B
from 7:00 PM – 8:30 pm. Books are selected by a
volunteer committee and professional educators and
religious leaders facilitate the discussion and provide
historical background. The selections for the 20172018 season are:

“Lilac Girls”

“Born Survivors”

by Martha Hall Kelly
October 5, 2017
The lives of three women become
entwined and forever changed at
Ravensbrook, the Nazi concentration
camp for women.

by Wendy Holden
February 8, 2018
Their husbands murdered by the Nazis,
three women fight to save the lives of
their unborn babies at Auschwitz.

“We Were The Lucky Ones”

“Everyman Dies Alone”

by Georgia Hunter
January 11, 2018
The story of one family's separation
and survival during the Holocaust
stretches across the globe.

by Hans Falada
March 8, 2018
One German family’s courageous
campaign to bring the horrific truths
of Nazi rule to the citizens of
Germany.

HERC encourages all book club participants to join HERC and help fund teacher training for Holocaust
studies in our schools, as well as offer special programs to the community throughout the year. A
membership form may be obtained at the HERC Web site listed below.

Designated Site of the FDOE Commissioner's Task Force on Holocaust Education.
Funded in part by FDOE Commissioner's Task Force on Holocaust Education.

For more information contact Barbara Goldstein at barbara@holocaustresources.org

www.HolocaustResources.org

I Saw It In The Movies
FREE Movie Showings Presented by
Holocaust Education Resource Council
& Tallahassee Film Society

In 2018, HERC begins its fourth
movie series asking the question,
"What did Americans know about
the racism and horrors of the
NAZI threat before and during
WWII?" We'll continue to explore
what has become quite obvious to
our filmgoers – that what
Americans knew about the
discriminatory policies of the Nazis,
the denial of free speech and
religion, and the existence of brutal
concentration camps inside
Germany was quite extensive.

WHERE: All Saints Cinema at RR Square
918 1/2 Railroad Avenue
TIME: Showings at 7 pm
Thursday January 25 – “Hitler’s Madman”
Thursday February 22 – “Rape of Europa”
Thursday March 22 – “Underground”
Thursday April 26 – “Foreign Correspondent”

Funded in part by FDOE
Commissioner’s Task Force on
Holocaust Education

ALL SAINTS CINEMA • 918 1/2 RAILROAD AVENUE • 850-386-4404 • WWW. TALLAHASSEEFILMS.COM
HERC Newsletter
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Membership Form
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